
NEWARK GATEWAYS
It is no accident that the assignment for the Newark Gate-
ways was delivered as a Google Earth file: this is, more and 
more, the way we virtually ‘travel’. The Gateways should ad-
dress both remote and local audiences with a single set of 
ideas that are legible in both reality and in cyber-reality.

Map symbology has a long and storied history.  The process 
of representing the three dimensional world as flat and map-
like requires a notational language. Our proposal places a 
new set of distinct symbols ‘on the map’ by creating them 
for the Google Earth point of view.

With paint, and little else, Newark can define itself, cele-
brate its entry points, and address a global audience, all in 
one stroke.  The painted ‘events’ would be visible and engag-
ing on Google Earth, while the real locations would be signed 
with images from above that explain the colors and patterns 
on the ground.

This is a way of both bringing Newark to the world, and bring-
ing the world to Newark.  

EXECUTION

There are two parts to the design:  the graphics applied to 
the street, and the signage explaining the graphics.

The painted street graphics are, like any street striping, 
a simple and inexpensive technology that can be done by 
municipal agencies or by subcontracted workers.  The cost 
could be merely the cost of the paint, if they are done ‘in 
house’.  Maintenance is, as with any street marking, a mat-
ter of scheduled repainting every few years.

Color is a matter of choice: we used orange for its visibility, 
but red may resonate with the sports teams of Newark.  The 
color is important for satellite visibility and for consistency.  
Marking the gateways will only have a cumulative effect if 
the color is the same at every instance.

Google Earth provides the event marker artwork, and per-
haps they can be convinced to re-photograph Newark soon 
after the installation of the graphics.

The event markers are internally lighted signs on angled 
posts.  The estimated cost for each is $12,000-$15,000, 
with a substantial savings if they are manufactured in large 
quantities.  

Forty locations should cost less than $1M for installation, 
fabrication, design and production.


















